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Resolution: Oregon's natural resource
policy must consider environmental
justice impacts
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Oregon lawmakers passed a resolution agreeing that state natural resource policy should be
informed by historical inequities and the needs of communities already confronting climate
change. 

The Oregon Senate voted Wednesday to adopt Senate Concurrent Resolution 17, which calls
for natural resource agencies to use an environmental justice framework in crafting policy.
The resolution, brought at the request of local nonprofit Beyond Toxics, is meant to ensure
input from communities affected by those state agencies' decisions.

"This will be available for communities to use to talk to their local governments about what
values they want to see their governments adopt and use to create practices and policies,"
said Beyond Toxics Executive Director Lisa Arkin.

"We see this as a guide for decision-makers, particularly in the Legislature, for how they
should approach their work."

Environmental justice is the principle of fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all
people regarding crafting and enforcement of pollution, climate and regulatory policies. An
environmental justice philosophy advocates especially for inclusion of voices from Black,
Indigenous and people of color in conversations and decision making from which they
historically have been excluded.

The environmental justice framework resolution also draws attention to challenges in rural
communities, where many face risk from wildfires and inadequate infrastructure.

The resolution passed in both legislative chambers with notable bipartisan support. The state
Senate on Wednesday passed the final version of the resolution after the state House added
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an amendment making clear that rural areas also are at risk.

"State agencies shall recognize that environmental justice encompasses challenges and
solutions that are shared across urban and rural frontline communities, work to enact
environmental policies that recognize the need to rebuild our communities and provide fair
access for all to the full range of resources and build relationships in communities across this
state to achieve collaborative solutions," the amended resolution reads. 

Related coverage: Young climate activists examine race, wealth and immediacy while
finding their voice in the movement

The resolution is largely a statement of principles:

Environmental inequities have a larger impact historically on non-white communities; 
Young people and frontline communities are most at risk from climate change;
Access to clean water is a basic human right; and
Traditional knowledge has a place in developing solutions. 

"All state agencies are responsible to respond to the health, environmental, economic and
climate crises we face, and are accountable to build a just, equitable and resilient future to
secure health and well-being for all people," the resolution states.

The resolution also instructs natural resources agencies to develop guidance for the
consideration of environmental justice in their statutory and regulatory responsibilities and
to consult with the state Environmental Justice Task Force on correcting injustices.

Additionally, it calls for Oregon to make reparative investments in front-line communities,
those experiencing early and dire consequences of climate change, and direct state resources
to policies focused on healthy food, renewable energy and sustaining jobs. 

"We have to share the task of where we spend public dollars," Arkin said. 

Contact reporter Adam Duvernay at aduvernay@registerguard.com. Follow on Twitter
@DuvernayOR.
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